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Abstract. An architecture for the implementation of possibilistic mod-

els in an object-oriented programming environment (C++ in particular) is described. Fundamental classes for special and general random
sets, their associated fuzzy measures, special and general distributions
and fuzzy sets, and possibilistic processes are speci ed. Supplementary
methods|including the fast Mobius transform, the maximum entropy
and Bayesian approximations of random sets, distribution operators,
compatibility measures, consonant approximations, frequency conversions, and possibilistic normalization and measurement methods|are
also introduced. Empirical results to be investigated are also described.

1 Introduction
Possibility theory [4] is an alternative information theory to that based on
probability. Although possibility theory is logically independent of probability
theory, they are related: both arise in Dempster-Shafer evidence theory
as fuzzy measures de ned on random sets; and their distributions are both
fuzzy sets. So possibility theory is a component of a broader Generalized
Information Theory (git), which includes all of these elds [18].

Possibility theory was originally developed in the context of fuzzy systems
theory [28]. More recently, possibility theory is being developed independently of
both fuzzy sets and probability. In particular, the author is developing the mathematics and semantics of possibility theory [9, 12, 13]. These methods include
possibilistic measurement procedures [8, 10] and possibilistic processes
such as possibilistic automata [11]|generalizations of nondeterministic processes whose non-additive weights adhere to the laws of mathematical possibility
theory.
This paper describes an architecture for implementing possibilistic models in
an object-oriented environment. The approach is based on the mathematics of
consistent random sets as the basis for the representation of measured possibility
distributions and possibilistic processes.

2 Possibility Theory
Mathematical possibility theory can only be brie y introduced here. See [4, 12,
18] for details and proofs.

2.1 Mathematical Possibility in git
Given a nite universe := f!i g; 1  i  n, the function m: 2 7! [0; 1] is an
evidence function P
(otherwise known as a basic probability assignment)
when m(;) = 0 and A m(A) = 1. Denote a random set generated from
an evidence function as S := fhAj ; mj i : mj > 0g, where hi is a vector, Aj 
; mj := m(Aj ), and 1  j  N := jSj  2n ? 1. A random set S is essentially
a subset-valued random variable on 2 , with m its \probability distribution".
Denote the focal setTof S as F := fAj S: mj > 0g with core and support
respectively C(F ) := A 2F Aj ; U(F ) := A 2F Aj .
P
The plausibility
and belief measures on 8A  are Pl(A) := A \A6 ; mj
P
and Bel(A) := A A mj . These are non-additive fuzzy measures [27], and
are dual, in that 8A  ; Bel(A) = 1 ? Pl( A ). In general only plausibility will
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be considered below. Bel (and Pl as its dual) determines the evidence function
according to the Mobius inversion
m(A) =

X

BA

(?1)jB?Aj Bel(B):

(1)

The plausibility assignment (otherwise known as the one-point coverage
function) of S is Pl = hPli i := hPl(f!ig)i, where
Pli :=

X

Aj 3!i

mj :

(2)

Random set inclusion is de ned by the formula
S1  S2 := 8A  ; Pl1 (A)  Pl2 (A):
(3)
The best justi ed formula for combining two random sets S := S1 S2 , yielding
a combined evidence function m = m1 m2 , is Dempster's rule
P
m (A )m (A )
(4)
8A  ; m(A) := PA1 \A2 =A m 1(A 1)m 2(A 2) :
A1 \A2 6=; 1 1 2 2
Since 8!i ; Pli 2 [0; 1], therefore Pl is the membership function of a fuzzy
e Conversely, any fuzzy subset Fe  with membership
subset of , denoted Pl.
function Fe: 7! [0; 1] can be mapped to an equivalence class of one-point
P
equivalent random sets on . If i Fe(!i )  1, then Fe can be taken as a
plausibility
assignment of any of an equivalence class of random sets; similarly,
P
if i Fe(!i)  1, then Fe can be taken as the one-point assignment of a belief
function of any of a di erent equivalence class of random sets. Under some

conditions the evidence values mj are determined by the plausibility assignment
values Pli . Then N  n, and Pl is a distribution of S .
When 8Aj 2 F ; jAj j = 1, then S is speci c, and Pr(A) := Pl(A) = Bel(A)
is a probability measure which is additive in the traditional way

8A; B  ; Pr(A [ B) = Pr(A) + Pr(B) ? Pr(A \ B):
(5)
Then p = hpi i := Pl is a probability distribution with additive normalization
and operator

X

i

pi = 1;

Pr(A) =

X

!i 2A

pi :

(6)

S is consonant (F is a nest) when (without loss of generality for ordering,
and letting A0 := ;) Aj ?1  Aj . Now (A) := Pl(A) is a possibility measure
and (A) := Bel(A) is a necessity measure. Since results for necessity are dual
to those of possibility, only possibility will be discussed in the sequel.
As Pr is additive, so  is maximal, in that 8A; B  ; (A [ B) =
(A) _ (B), where _ is the maximum operator. As long as C(F ) 6= ; (this is
required if F is a nest), W
then  = hii := Pl is a possibility distribution with
maximal normalization i i = 1 and operator
(A) =

_

!i 2A

i :

(7)

However, consistency C(S ) 6= ;, not consonance, is all that is necessary
for Pl to be a maximally normalized possibility distribution , even though the
plausibility measure of a consistent, non-consonant random set is not a possibility measure. But given a possibility distribution , there is a unique consonant
one-point equivalent random set, denoted S  and called the consonant approximation. It is determined by taking the !i in order of descending i, and
letting Ai = f!1; !2; : : :; !ig and mi = i ? i+1 , where n+1 := 0.
Nonspeci city N and strife S are two uncertainty measures which are
de ned on random sets, respectively

N(S ) :=

X

j

mj log2 jAj j;

S(S ) := ?

X

j

"

n
X

#

mj log2
mk jAjjA\ Aj k j : (8)
j
k=1

They measure respectively the possibilistic and probabilistic aspects of the uncertainty or information represented in the random set, and together form the
total uncertainty T := N + S. They have special forms for distributions, and
in the probabilistic case the uncertainty collapses to stochastic entropy H(p ),
while in the possibilistic case the strife is bounded above by a small number.
Generalized processes are de ned on distributions when a generalized disjunction operator  and a generalized conjunction operator on [0; 1] are
available such that:
{ h; i form a semiring ( distributes over ),

{  = t and = u are a triangular conorm and norm: monotonic, associative, commutative operators with identity 0 and 1 respectively [4], so that
h; i = ht; ui is a conorm semiring,
{ and  is the operator of the distributions in question.
For x; y 2 [0; 1], the operation x tm y := (x + y) ^ 1 is a conorm, where ^
is the minimum operator. So stochastic normalization (6) forces +, when acting
on a probability distribution and restricted to [0; 1], to be a conorm  = tm =
+. Then h+; i is the unique semiring for stochastic processes. For possibility,
 = _ is the unique conorm operator, but there are many semirings of the form
h_; ui for a generic norm u. ^ and  are two of the more popular norms, as is
x um y := 0 _ (x + y ? 1).
Given an appropriate semiring, then joint, marginal, and conditional distributions are available, with novel possibilistic forms. In particular, conditional
possibility is parameterized by the choice of norm operator u, and even once
a norm is xed, (yju x) is not always unique.
Given a particular current state distribution (probabilistic p or possibilistic ), and a table of conditional probabilities or possibilities, then the next
state distribution p 0 or  0 is derived from a generalized linear matrix composition operation (the familiar form in the probabilistic case).
A possibilistic process is a system Z := ; u; ;  for some u, where:
E
D
{  = [ ij ] =  j is a matrix of conditional possibilities, so that for
1  j  n;  j is the vector representation of a conditional possibility
distribution function (j!j ): 7! [0; 1],  is a vector of such conditional
distributions, and  ij := (!i j!j );
{  t is a possibility distribution on with  given, and 8t > 0,
0

( )

( )

0





t := t?1 

;

N
_
t
i := jt?1 u (!i j!j );
j =1

(9)

where  is h_; ui matrix composition.
it = t (!i ) is the possibility of being in state !i at time t, and  ij = (!i j!j )
is the possibility of transiting from state !j to !i .
It has been demonstrated [12, 11] that while both stochastic and possibilistic
processes generalize deterministic processes, only possibilistic processes are generalizations of nondeterministic processes. When possibility values are restricted
to f0; 1g, then the strict nondeterministic case is recovered.
Possibilistic versions of some of the standard stochastic systems theoretical
forms have been de ned [12]. In particular, possibilistic Markov processes
and Monte Carlo methods are available, and possibilistic automata are
constructed by extending possibilistic processes to include possibilistically distributed input and output alphabets and functions.
Finally, it should be noted that both probabilistic and possibilistic processes
are specializations of fuzzy processes using fuzzy matrix composition [18]. In each

special case the conorm semiring ht; ui is restricted to special forms, resulting in
the various normalization and other conditions mentioned above, which would
not otherwise be required.

2.2 Possibilistic Models
A possibilistic model requires possibilistic measurement and prediction procedures. Possibilistic prediction is based on the possibilistic processes brie y outlined above. Possibilistic measurement methods have also been developed by
the author [8, 10]. The essential requirement is the collection of the frequency of
occurrence of subsets or intervals which are partially overlapping. If their global
intersection is nonempty (the empirical random set is consistent), then (2) yields
an empirical possibility distribution. Otherwise, possibilistic normalization procedures [9] would be required.

3

cast

Implementations of Possibilistic Models

The Computer-Aided Systems Theory (cast) movement is predicated on the
idea that computer implementations are at least useful, and sometimes even
necessary, for the development and application of systems theoretical methods.
This has been remarked on by Klir.
Systems knowledge can also be obtained experimentally. Although systems (knowledge structures) are not objects of reality, they can be simulated on computers and in this sense made real. We can then experiment
with the simulated systems for the purpose of discovering or validating
various hypotheses in the same way as other scientists do with objects
of their interest in their laboratories. In this sense, computers, may be
viewed as laboratories of systems science. Experimentation with systems
on computers is not merely possible, but it may give us knowledge that
is otherwise unobtainable. [16, p. 102]
Horgan notes [6] that as the complexity of problems increases, this situation
is becoming common generally in mathematics. The result is the growth of socalled \experimental" or \computer-aided" mathematics, where computer-based
tools are used to empirically investigate the properties of mathematical systems.
cast implementations of possibilistic systems in particular are crucial not
only as platforms for the application of possibilistic qualitative modeling, but
also for the empirical investigation of the properties of possibilistic processes.
There are still many open questions, as described more fully elsewhere [12].
Existing cast implementations (for example Pichler's [22] and Zeigler's [29])
are deterministic. The extension of these implementations, and the development
of new environments, to include representations of indeterminism, uncertainty,
and information is crucial. For example, existing systems could not implement
neural networks with (stochastic) noise.

It is also clear that the fundamental categories for the representation of uncertainty and information should be included in the foundational, primitive levels
of cast systems, from which implementations of more complex and speci c systems theoretical methods should then be constructed. This includes the entire
repertoire of git, allowing, for example, the use of methods from probability,
statistics, and fuzzy theory, as well as random sets and possibility theory.
git-based cast implementations should allow the handling of hybrid sources
and representations of uncertainty, the integration of multiple sources of information, and the transformation between representational forms of information.
For example, Klir's General Systems Problem Solver (gsps) [15] was designed
speci cally to accommodate both probabilistic and possibilistic representations
of information, and is best implemented in a git-based general systems theoretical cast environment.
There has recently been an explosion of fuzzy systems implementations for
both the commercial and academic markets ([7, 23] are examples). The same is
not the case for general git methods, however, and certainly not for possibility
theory. One exception is the work of Galway [5], who has implemented a system
for manipulating random subsets of IR2 .

4 Object-Oriented Environments
One of the most successful programmingparadigms of recent years is the objectoriented approach [3]. This methodology is based on the concepts of objects,
which are complex data elements, and classes, or \intelligent data types" for
objects, which isolate type-speci c procedures within type-speci c levels. Logical relations among classes allow for the inheritance of procedures from more
general classes to their specialized cases. Classes and objects have attributes,
either other objects (data attributes) or methods (procedural attributes). A
class invariant is a logical condition which must always be true of every object
of the class in order for it to be existing in a legal state.
The target language for the proposed architecture below is C++ [24]. It was
selected for its popularity and eciency, and because of the availability of standard, inexpensive compilation environments and software support libraries.
The main results of this paper are summarized in Figs. 1{3, which show
Entity-Relationsip (er) diagrams [3] of the proposed class hierarchies. These are
a slight modi cation of the standard form presented by Coad and Yourdon [3].
Each node denotes a class (data type). Nodes are linked by labeled arcs, each
indicating one of the following relations, where X and Y are classes:

{ X ?! Y : Y inherits from X, so that Y is a speci cation of X and has all
the properties of X. X is called a parent and Y a child. For engineering
is-a

reasons, or to capture eciencies present in the special cases, some attributes
may be implemented redundantly in child classes. For example, the formula
for random set nonspeci city N(S ) is greatly simpli ed in the consonant
case by calculating the nonspeci city of the possibility distribution N().

{ X ?! Y : Y objects are implemented as a collection (for example, a
collection

list, set, bag, or vector) of X objects.
{ X has-a
?! Y : Y is a component of X, so that each X-object contains a Y subobject. When Y is a sub-object of X, then Y may have access to X-speci c
information. For engineering or eciency reasons, Y may be implemented
separately from X, or a Y may be constructed from an X, copying the
appropriate X-speci c information into the Y object. In fact, at the strictly
logical level this relation simply requires that each X object determines a
unique Y object, or that a procedure exists to construct a Y object from an
X object. This is the sense that will frequently be used below.
Note that while arrows always move from the more general to the more
speci c, this is not always mirrored by the English translations. For example,
is-a
X ?!
Y is read that \Y is an X", while X has-a
?! Y is read that \X has a Y ".

5 Fundamental Classes
Each of the er diagrams below describes a di erent portion of the overall architecture, and is accompanied by a set of descriptions of the classes included
in the gure. Only the most basic methods and procedures are included here;
supplementary methods are described in Sec. 6.1.
The er diagrams and class descriptions are written in a kind of non-C++speci c class design \pseudo-code". Only the logical relations among the classes
are described. For example, in Fig. 1 it is not speci ed exactly how a plausibility
assignment is determined from a plausibility measure. It will be presumed that
if X has-a
?! Y , then Y will have access to X-speci c information. The gures share
the class Poss_Dist, for possibility distributions, in common.

5.1 Random Sets

Fig. 1 shows the class hierarchy including random sets and their fuzzy measures
and distributions. The class Random_Set is the most general, and therefore one
of the most heavily laden, classes in the proposed architecture.
Random Set | A random set S .
Data Attributes Universe Integer n = j j
Card
Integer N = jSj
Data
A list of pairs haj ; mj i, with oats mj and

Invariants
Methods

Strife
Nonspec
Total
Core

integers aj , where aj is an n-long bit-mask
determining the characteristic function Aj
of the focal element Aj  P
N m =1
1  n;
0  mj  1;
j=1 j
n
1  aj  2 ? 1;
1  j  N  2n ? 1
S(S )
N(S )
T(S )
C(S )

|

Random sets, continued.

Methods Monte_Set Select a focal element Aj by a possibilistic

Monte Carlo method
Select a universe element !i by a possibilistic
Monte Carlo method
+
The Dempster combination operator (4)
which combines this Random_Set with another, producing a combined Random_Set
<=
The random set inclusion relation  (3), a
boolean reporting whether this Random_Set
is included within another
Complete? Boolean: is S complete?
Consistent RS | A consistent random set.
Invariant C(S ) 6= ;
Consonant RS | A consonant random set.
Data Attribute Ordering A list ha|i permuting the aj according to the
inclusion relation among the A|
Invariants
81  |1  |2  N;A|1  A|2 ; 1  N  n
Monte




is-a
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Consistent RS
has-a
is-a
J
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Pl Measure
@@R
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Specific RS
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has-a @@
has-a
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=
C
Prob Measure
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Q
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has-a
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X
QQ CC
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?
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Q
W
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X
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Poss Dist
Random Set

Fig. 1. Random sets, evidence measures, and distributions.
| A speci c random set.
Invariants 81  j  N; jAj j = 1; 1  N  n
Pl Measure | A plausibility measure Pl on a random set.
Method Value Given 0  aj  2n ? 1, returns a oat Plj := Pl(Aj ).
Specific RS

A possibility measure  .
Invariant 8a1 ; a2 ; Pl(A1 [ A2 ) = Pl1 _ Pl2 .
Prob Measure | A probability measure Pr.
Invariant 8a1 ; a2 ; Pl(A1 [ A2 ) = Pl1 + Pl2 ? Pl(A1 \ A2 ).
Pl Assignment | A plausibility assignment Pl from a random set.
Data Attribute Data A list of oats hPli i, where Pli = Pl(f!i g)
Invariant
1in
Poss Dist | A possibility distribution .
W
Invariant
i Pli = 1
Methods Nonspec N()
Strife S()
Total T()
Core
C()
Prob Dist | A probability distribution p.
P
Invariant
i Pli = 1
Method Entropy H(p)
Poss Measure |

5.2 General Distributions

Fig. 2 shows the class hierarchy of distributions and fuzzy sets.

Element |

A generic element of a distribution or fuzzy set.
Data Attribute Value A oating-point \ t" (fuzzy digit), f .
Invariant
0f 1
Dist Elem | An element of a distribution.
Methods + The generalized disjunction  which aggregates this Dist_Elem
with another, producing an aggregated Dist_Elem.
* The generalized conjunction operator
which combines this
Dist_Elem with another, producing a combined Dist_Elem.
Fuzzy Set | A collection of elements comprising .
Data Attributes Universe Integer n = j j
Data
A list of Elements hfi i.
Invariant
1in
Poss Elem | Element of a possibility distribution i .
Invariant f1 t f2 = f1 _ f2 .
Poss Dist | A possibility distribution .
Data Attributes Universe Integer n = j j
Data
A list of Poss_Elem
Wn s hi i
Invariant
1  i  n;
i=1 i = 1
Prob Elem | Element of a probability distribution pi .
Invariant f1 t f2 = f1 + f2 .





) is-a
Dist Elem ht; ui

ZZ is-a
is-a 
ZZ~

+

Poss Elem h_; ui
Prob Elem h+; i
collection

?
Poss Dist
XXXX
XXXXX
has-a

Element

collection

collection

?
Prob Dist
Q
has-aQQ
XXXXX
Q
XXXXzQs

?

Fuzzy Set

Fig. 2. Distributions and fuzzy sets.
| A probability distribution p.
Data Attributes Universe Integer n = j j
Data
A list of Prob_Elem
Pn s hpi i
Invariant
1  i  n;
i=1 pi = 1

Prob Dist

Note that Poss_Dist and Prob_Dist are repeated here as collections of their
elements, inheriting from Pl_Assignment from Fig. 1.

5.3 Possibilistic Processes

Finally, Fig. 3 shows the class hierarchy of possibilistic processes. Poss_Dist has
been speci ed above.

HHH Poss Process
collection
has-a
has-a HHis-a


j
H
?
?
Transit Matrix
State Dist
Poss Dist

Fig. 3. Possibilistic processes.
| A possibilistic transition matrix  .
Data Attributes Universe Integer n = j j
Data
A list of Poss_Dists  (j) .
Invariant
1jn

Transit Matrix

| The current state possibility distribution t .
Data Attribute Time The current time, an integer t
Invariant
0t
Poss Process | A possibilistic process Z .
Method Advance Determine next state function t = t?1   .
State Dist

6 Extensions to the Basic Architecture
Of course, the architecture described above is merely the core for a broader implementation of possibilistic models, which must also involve a variety of measurement methods and links into cast implementations of other aspects of git,
let alone the input/output routines necessary for any software system.

6.1 Supplementary Methods

There are a number of other procedures [12] which are special or supplementary
to the basic procedures, but which are still bene cial to implement explicitly.
Most of these are transformations of one of the classes to another. The following
relations can be appended to the basic diagrams above as appropriate.
Mobius Transform: The Mobius transform [14] or fast Mobius transform [26] is an algorithm utilizing the Mobius inversion formula (1) to
calculate among belief measures and evidence functions. The fast Mobius
transformation is extremely ecient, and will be used in implementing the
?! Pl Measure from Fig. 1. Let the !i 2 be taken
relation Random Set has-a
in an arbitrary order, and assume a random set S .
1. Assume the evidence function m of S , and let m0 := m. Then 8A  ,
and 1  i  n, determine mi by the algorithm

mi?1 (A) + mi?1 (A ? f!i g); !i 2 A :
mi (A) := m
(10)
!i 62 A
i?1 (A);
Then mn = Bel, where Bel is the belief function of S .
2. Assume the belief function Bel of S , and let mn := Bel. Then 8A  ,
and n  i  1, determine mi by the algorithm

mi (A) ? mi (A ? f!ig); !i 2 A :
mi?1 (A) := m
(11)
!i 62 A
i (A);
Then m1 = m, where m is the evidence function of S .

Distribution Operations:
Poss Dist ?! Poss Measure;
has-a

Prob Dist

?! Prob Measure: (12)

has-a

From (7), given a possibility distribution , a possibility measure  can be
constructed; similarly, from (6), given a probability distribution p, a probability measure Pr can be constructed.

Probabilistic Approximations:
Random Set

?! Prob Dist:

(13)

has-a

Probability distribution approximations of random sets are available [12]
either as the maximum entropy probability distribution
X mj
pS (!) :=
;
(14)
A 3! jAj j
j

or the Bayesian approximation p determined from
P
mj
= PnPli Pl :
p(!i ) := PNA 3!
i=1 i
j =1 mj jAj j
j

(15)

i

Compatibility Measures: Given a Prob_Dist p and Poss_Dist , a compatibility measure (; p) [12] represents the degree of compatibility of

consistency between p and . These are very useful in possibilistic normalization and transformation
P procedures. The most prominent is the Zadehcompatibility Z (; p) = i pi i.

Consonant Approximation:

Consistent RS

?! Consonant RS:

(16)

has-a

As mentioned in Sec. 2, the consonant approximation random set S  is
uniquely determined by the maximally normal plausibility assignment of
a consistent random set.

Frequency Conversions:
Prob Dist

?! Poss Dist;

has-a

Poss Dist

?! Prob Dist:

has-a

(17)

Probability and possibility distributions are co-determining according to a
wide variety of di erent methods [12].

Possibilistic Normalization:
Random Set ?! Consistent RS;
has-a

Pl Assignment

?! Poss Dist:

has-a

(18)
Even given an inconsistent random set, there are a variety of possibilistic
normalization methods [9, 12] which allow for the construction of a consistent random set, and of a normal possibility distribution from a sub-normal
plausibility assignment.
Measurement: The result of the possibilistic measurement methods developed
by the author [8, 10], and described in Sec. 2.2, is the construction of a random set, hopefully consistent, from measured data. Therefore, while they
require explicit implementation, they fall outside of the regular class hierarchy which has one root in the class Random_Set.

6.2 Other Extensions
There are further extensions to link the implementation of possibilistic methods
with other git methods and cast implementations. These extensions can be
considered either as a part of this research program, or as extensions to the
research programs which have been or may be launched by others.

{ The cast program originated with the implementations of deterministic {
{
{

{

nite state machines of Pichler and his colleagues [22]. There is a clear relation
to the possibilistic approach described here, and the opportunity to generalize to a variety of di erent git-based representations of nite state machines
with uncertainty, including nondeterministic and stochastic machines.
There has been some work [2, 21] on the implementation of Klir's gsps
system [15]. It would certainly be very valuable to relate these e orts directly.
In addition to the measurement methods mentioned above, possibilistic
clustering methods, including possibilistic c-means [20] and the mountain method [1], can be integrated.
While we have criticized the traditional dependence of possibility theory on
fuzzy theory, their relation certainly cannot be ignored. And although it is
not our speci c focus, there is value in relating possibilistic implementations
with those of the variety of fuzzy set operations and concepts. There is by
now a huge literature on these methods (see Kosko [19] and Terano, Asai,
and Sugeno [25] for just two examples), and many academic and corporate
e orts to develop fuzzy theoretical systems. Hopefully other researchers are
building cast-based implementations of fuzzy systems methods, which could
then be integrated with this speci cally possibilistic system. In particular,
as mentioned in Sec. 2, the action of possibilistic and stochastic processes is
just a case of fuzzy relation composition, so a generalized fuzzy cast system
implementing fuzzy relations can be used as a base for possibilistic automata.
Finally, possibility measures, as extreme plausibility measures, exist within
the more general Dempster-Shafer evidence theory. The extension of possibility theoretical implementations to necessity measures (as the extreme
belief measures dual to possibility measures), and general belief/plausibility
pairs, may be very useful. Beyond that, both belief and plausibility measures are special fuzzy measures [27], and so the ultimate extension is to the
construction of cast-based systems for fuzzy measures in general.

7 Empirical Investigations
As noted in Sec. 3, it is common in systems theory that computer-based implementation and simulation are necessary in order to investigate the properties of
the systems under consideration, and this is the case with possibilistic systems,
processes, and models. There are a number of issues which it is desirable to
investigate empirically.

Nonspeci city Calculations: Determination of informational properties, and

in particular nonspeci city values and the changes in these values, is of great
interest. This would include, for example:
{ Calculation of N(t ) of the state vector of a possibilistic process as a
function of t;
{ Calculation of N() where  is a possibilistic histogram, and the dependence of N() on the measurement method used;
{ The change from T(S ) to T() under possibilistic normalization (transforming an inconsistent random set S to a consistent random set with
possibility distribution ), and the dependence on both the general normalization method chosen and the various sub-choices required within
some of the methods.
{ Determination of N() under the cases where  is a special fuzzy number
[10], for example a parallelogram or triangle.
Possibilistic Processes: Aside from nonspeci city calculations, there are a
number of other properties of possibilistic processes which require empirical investigation, for example the dependence of the form of possibilistic
processes on the choice of norm operator u and the choice of conditional
possibility measure.
Measurement Methods: It is natural to explore the properties of the various
measurement methods empirically, comparing the results of one data source
using multiple methods.
Uncertainty Invariance Transformations: The Uncertainty Invariance Principle (uip) [18] is a method for transformation among git structures on the
basis of conservation of total uncertainty. While Klir and Parviz [17] have
begun to empirically examine some results of frequency conversion methods,
including the uip, there are still many unanswered questions about the uip.
In the context of this work, it would be interesting to compare the time
evolution of similar stochastic and possibilistic processes, and then compare
those against their respective uip transformations.
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